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ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

Systems Which Are Specifically Designed to Perform a Multiple Range Of Tasks With Minimal Reconfiguration by the Operator.

IT Systems Evolving More Adaptive Natures Include:

- Networks
- Receiver/Transmitters
- Antennas
- Sensors
NETWORKS

Major Focus Areas for Future Adaptability:

- Garrison/Tactical Interop/Interchange-Ability
- IP Addressing Protocols/Addressing
- Dynamic LAN Configurations
- Asymmetric Routing
RECEIVER/TRANSMITTERS

Future Radios Must Be Radically Different:

- Multi-Band
- Multi-User
- Multi-Functional
ANTENNAS

Principal Features Must Include:

- Adaptive Impedance Matching

- Dynamic Frequency Tuning

- Balance of Electrical and Physical Characteristics With User and Equipment Load
SENSORS

- Self-Organizing

- Local Fusion of Sensor and Communication Information

- Adaptive LPI/LPD Comms

- Cross-Cueing

- Power Control Systems
ACQUISITION CHALLENGES

- Performance Based Contracts Must Become the Norm

- Government and Industry Must Team on R&D Ventures

- Licensing Schemes Must Balance Multi-Computer Users With Reasonable Protection to the Vendor

- Contracting Must Be Synchronized With Moore’s Law
The IT Acquisition Challenge

COTS Life Cycle

Product Intro \[12 - 18\] Months Product Discontinued

Standard Acquisition Approach

- Req Def
- POM
- Market Survey/Competition
- LRIP/Integration
- DT/OT
- Mat Rel
- Procurement
- Fielding

RESET!!!!!
A Modest Proposal

Continuous Process To Keep Pace With Technology

Candidate Selection

User Field Evaluation

180 Days

Technical Validation

AICL Decision

Survey

Industry

User
CHALLENGES (con’t)

- SBA Credits Must Balance Prime Contractor and Organizational Goals

- Differentiate Between Seat-Based and Enterprise Licensing

- Infrastructures Dictate Product Loyalties
CHALLENGES (con’t)

- SLA Definitions Must Be Adaptively Tied to Incentive Clauses

- Incentive Fees Must Be Tied to Reliability Warranties

- Incentives May Be Term Arrangements or Fees
CONCLUSION

- Acquisition Practices Are Changing to Keep up With the Rapidly Changing IT Environment.

- Multi-Functional, Reliable Systems Will Be the Only Way for Modernization to Be Affordable.

- Keys to Success Will Be Innovative Gov’t-Industry Teams, And Responsive Contracting Mechanisms.
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